from the
editor
THE MILLROSE WOMEN’S HIGH JUMP, which is explained in some detail on p. 12,
seemed to arouse a passionate response in all who saw it. Bringing passion to the sport is
never bad, even if it does cut both ways, as it did in New York.
Bad passion—from the guy in the crowd with the loud voice who yelled “@#$@%!” when the
tight-time-frame/few misses rules was explained, to the people who booed when I announced
to the crowd that the whole competition had
taken less than 15:00, to those who wrote irate
Everyone missed the
letters to T&FN, many longtime fans didn’t
buy the concept. They feel it wasn’t “real”
real significance of the
track. And they’re right.
Good passion—but elsewhere in the isMillrose high jump
sue, you’ll find Craig Masback saying it was
the most exciting high jump competition in
Madison Square Garden in years. He’s right
too. And as the sport continues its struggle to find its rightful place in the modern sports
world, more not-real track & field may well be what’s called for.
Overlooked by everyone, however, was the real significance of the Big Apple experiment:
the secret to a fast-paced vertical jump lies not with the athletes, but with the judges and the
way they have to enforce the rules on measurement. Because of the “exhibition” nature of
the Millrose competition, the standards were pre-marked so that effecting a height change
took only a matter of seconds instead of 5 minutes.
OK, when there’s a World Record on the line, it adds to the drama to see a couple of guys
teetering on a stepladder, micrometering the bar to within an angstrom of perfection. But
during the course of the competition, do the fans really want to see that kind of hairsplitting?
I think not. They paid to see the jumpers jump, not stand idly around. I would suggest that
for 99% of the heights cleared in all high jump (and pole vault) competitions, the settings
should simply be pre-marked on the standards and then taken at face value. The way they
did it when you scissored into a sand pit in grade school, and the crossbar was a beat-up old
thing held resting on a couple of spikes poked into holes somebody had drilled in a 2x2. It’s
the essence of the competition that’s important.
I’ve got two other radical solutions—one that applies to the U.S. only—to making the
vertical jumps more popular. The first concerns number of attempts. You may recall that in a
previous column I came out as a supporter of the 4-tries only setup in the throws and horizontal jumps. Too much time is wasted on marks that don’t have any significance. Nonetheless,
I think that not only should the vertical jumpers not be given fewer attempts, they should
also have more. That’s right, more.
Next time you’re at a meet, listen to what incites the crowd’s passion the most. A great
battle up the homestretch comes first, of course. But what’s next is an attempt in a vertical
jump (PV more than HJ). Whether it’s a miss or a make, the crowd reacts with an “ooooo!”
or an “ahhhh!” If the crowd is eating it up, why don’t we give them more, not less?
The second suggestion, U.S. only, is for USATF to ignore IAAF rules (which it does in
other places, so don’t say that’s not possible) and allow half-centimeter measurement in the
verticals. Why? So the two events can be contested in full inches. Because of the nature of
metric-to-English conversion, the Millrose women jumped at 5-83/4, 5-103/4, 6-1/2, 6-2, 6‑31/2,
6-43/4 and 6-6. Aside from the illogic of not jumping at full inches, the amount the bar was
raised each time wasn’t the same in English, even if the metric was.
And worst of all, since nobody seems to make an everyday indicator board with fractions,
a fan looking down would think they were jumping at 5-8, 5-10, 6-0, 6-2, 6-3, 6-4 and 6-6. Only
twice in eight heights did something as crucial as the indicator reflect reality. Would anybody
watch a ball game with a 25% accuracy rate in reporting the score?
Gee, maybe they shoulda just jumped at 5-8, 5-10, 6-0, 6-2, 6-3, 6-4 and 6-6 to begin with.
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